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Australian Masters Rowing Is At The Top Spot In The World -Using Only 5°/o Of Eligible Athletes

The staging of the FISA
Masters  Rowing Champ-
ionships  in Adelaide next
November provides an op-
portunity for the Austral-
ian rowing community to
stamp its seal on what must
be  one  of  the  most spec-
tacular dominations of any

/2.J!.¢# MWJ¢JJy       ;i,-o`i-t`,--a-t--i-;--ie-i-ei;` ii-ri`s
country.

It  is  well  known  that  Australia  is  the
number one rowing nation in the world. This

%¥::i:t:et€:ith;]£i]£:gtas]3lr:Sic:.withthe- What is not so well known is the swag of

medals Australia wins every time our Masters
drop  their boats into  the waters  of interna-
tional competition.

In the last decade, Australia has won more
than 150 medals in international Masters com-
petition. This includes the efforts of the Aus-
tralian  Police Crew  which has won 42  gold
medals and the ``Crew of Legends" (so named
from its success) which is known only to win
when away.

And the competition is fierce. Masters row-
ing is serious business among the Europeans-
more than 2000 athletes turned out for the 1996
FISA Masters in Hungary in August.

The staggering statistic about Australian
Masters representation is  only an estimated
five per cent of rowers paddling about our
waterways actually compete in international
competition. Among reasons for this are that
Masters rowers are entirely self-funded, and

ffi:i:s:eg:#¥r:tc;:s:;ape:;j5;£fao#c]a;:£es;Eel:e:
domination  on World  Masters rowing,  the
other 95  per cent need  to  make  themselves
known officially and focus their efforts on this
regatta.

Most  are  carrying  full  training  pro-
grammes and have the fitness and  abilities

necessary to compete in Masters competition.
In essence, many of them who row regularly,
with some race training, could be competitive
at Masters competition because of their ongo-
ing fitness routines.

This was demonstrated at the 1994 World
Masters  Games  in  Queensland. About 400
rowers competed. Last year at the Australian
Masters Games in Melbourne, 500 rowers were
involved.

On the domestic scene, there is a smorgas-
bordofopportunitiesforMasterscompetition
including the Australian Masters  Regatta,
Australian Masters Games and FISA Pleasure
Rowing Tour.

`` THE STAGGERING

STATISTIC ABOUT

AUSTRALIAN MASTERS
REPRESENTATION IS ONLY

AN ESTIMATED FIVE PER

CENT OF ROWERS
PADDLING ABOUT OUR

WATERWAYS ACTUALLY

COMPETE IN INTERNA-
TIONAL COMPETITION.

Broaden this competitive scope a few de-
grees to incorporate international competition
and the host country of next years FISA Mas-
ters could have an awesome team.

But the flip side to this is that Masters row-
inghasflourishedbecauseitislargelyunregu-
lated. Rowers set their own agendas and row
by them.

They are not affiliated with their state as-
sociations and organise their own functions,
be that a regatta,  recreational row-a-thon or
otherwise.

It is a social and casual sport off the water,
adopting in many cases a recreational flavour,
while for those who compete, maintaining a
competitive and serious focus on the water.

Rowing lends itself to this kind of organi-
sation. Most clubs have some sort of Masters
programme which includes rowers organising
themselves to be at the boat shed at a certain
time, seeing there is an eight not being used,
taking it off the racks and having a row.

A large number of masters rowers have
moved across from the senior elite level and
so have the skills and technique which allow
them to row without the direct guidance of a
coach.

It is also a low-injury sport which builds
all  round  fitness, enabling long careers. Ted

BromleyandSpencerGrace,whorowedinthe
men's pair for Australia in the 1948 London
Olympics, still train two or three times a week.

As for all levels of competition, Austral-
ian rowers enjoy the fortune of good weather.
Nearly every other rowing nation is forced
indoorsforsometimeoftheyearontorowing
simulation  machines because of inclement
weather. In Australia this isn't necessary.

Additionally, Austrahia is blessed with an
abundance of rowable waterways, many eas-
ily accessible for city dwellers.

Australians are well liked and respected
whentheytraveltointemationalMasterscom-
petition. They have to borrow boats and oars,
endure foreign climates and still they win.

FivepercentofparticipantshaveputAus-
tralia on the Masters rowing map. The other
95 per cent would make Australia close  to
untouchable. As host nation of the biggest in-
ternational competition for this level of the
sport, it would augur well to have such an
asset on display.

The staging of the World Masters Rowing
ChampionshipsinAdelaideinNovembernext
year is the opportunity for the Australian row-
ing community to stamp its seal on what must
beoneofthemostspectacularriseofanysport
during a decade in this country.

Jilian is a sports journalist evorking for
RowingAustraliaandhasrecentlytakenover
as editor of ALustralian ROWING magazine.
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SPORTS  MEDICINE

E        Circadian Rhythm - WhaT's That?

© by Dr Peter Reaburn

ver wondered whether it's best to train in the morning or afternoon? Or whether speed work should be done
before or after work? This article will throw some light on these and other questions pertaining to how our
bodies have variations that occur every 24 hours - what scientists call circadian rhythms.

I   Circadian Rhythms at Rest
Body Tc77tper¢f#re..  Figure 1 below shows

us that body temperature varies by as much
as one degree over a day. Importantly, it peaks
in the early evening around 6pm and is low-
est at 6am.  Interestingly,  the  speed  of nerve
impulses increases about 2.4 in/sec foroevery
one degree rise in body temperature, strongly
suggestingweshouldbemorepowerfulinthe
evening. As we'll see shortly these factors have
profound influences on speed and endurance
performance.

body  temperature.  This  peaks  about  6pm,
strongly suggesting that this might be the best
time to race, do quality workouts, or get to the
gym for weight training. So what does the re-
search say on the daily variations in strength,
power and endurance.

Strength and Power.. Strength appea.rs to
peak in the late afternoon with the daily vari-
ation being around six percent over a 24-hour
period.  Both standing long jump  (a measure
of lower body power)  and peak pc)wer on a

bikesprintalsotopeakaround6pm
- when that magical body tempera-
ture is at its highest level. The bot-
tom line? Speed and strength train-
ing might best be performed in the

?          eveni ngs.
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Figure 1.  Daily variation in body (rectal) temperature

Ve#ft.Jczft.o7i.. The breathing airways resist-
ance to air flow varies throughout the day, with
the greatest resistance occurring between 3am
and 8am. This would suggest that asthmatic
athletes should not perform strenuous train-
ing early in the moming.

Di.gesf!.o7z..  Stomach  emptying  rates  and
intestine absorption rates  are also subject to
daily variations with stomach emptying in the
evening about 50% slower than for the same
size meal eaten at 8am - another argument for
a big breakfast.

Adre7t¢Jt.#..  Blood  levels  of  adrenalin  (a
stinulatorofenergyproduction,heartrateand
alertness) peak in the afternoon.  Put this to-
gether with a higher body temperature in the
evening and late afternoons are looking ``the
go'' for quality workouts.

FJexjz7i.Jt.fry..  Again,  the  range  of  motion
about a joint increases with body temperature
which  peaks about 6pm.  This  also suggests
that  an  athlete  may be less likely  to  injure
themselves in the evening. It also means that
stride length in runners and stroke length in
swimmers and rowers may be longer - a plus
for power output.

I   Circadian Rhythms in Sport
The most powerful influence over endur-

ance, speed, power and strength fluctuations
during a 24-hour period is the daily change in

£#c!ifr¢#ce.. Also in support of
the  suggestion  that  evenings  are
the time for best performances, is
anecdotal  evidence  that Seb  Coe,
Steve Cram, Steve Ovett and Dave
Moorcroft  broke  the  800-1500m
track world records between 7pm
and llpm at night during the mid-
eighties.  Furthermore,  a  study  of
swimmers  in  the  late  80's  also
showed  that the evening was the
best  time  for  both  sprint  (loom)
and  endurance  (400m)  swims.
Swim bench studies from the UK
have  also  shown  that  swimmers

produce most of their power in the evening
when the body temperature is higher.

Canadian sports scientists in the early 90's
also showed that cyclists do more work on a
windtrainer in the late afternoon compared to
the morning.  All this research strongly  sug-
gests  that evenings are  the  time  for  quality
workouts.

Endurance in the Heat: Summer ±s ap-
proaching and for those of us in hotter parts
of  the  world  that's  a  worry  for  our  longer
workouts.  While  the short quality workouts
appear to be best performed in the evenings,
in hot conditions it might be suggested  that
thelongerworkoutsatlowerintensitybedone
in the morning. We know from Figure 1 that
body temperature is lower then - this gives us
a good buffer to raise our own body tempera-
ture with exercise, without putting ourselves
at risk of heat injury.

There might also be another benefit to do-
ing our longer, easier workouts in the mom-
ing. A study from the 70's examined the power
output of novice cyclists when doing between
10 and 80 minutes of self-selected work. They
self-selected better quality work in  the eve-
nings up to 40-50 minutes but with the longer
workouts they did more work in the mom-
ings, again suggesting that mornings are best
for easy, longer workouts.

I   WhataboutAging?
Little research has been done in this area.

However, it appears that circadian timing is
altered  in  aging  people  compared  to  the
youngsters.  The  daily  fluctuations  appear
smaller in size but the variation between indi-
viduals becomes larger. The peaks that we dis-
cussed above appear to occur a little earlier,
most probably due to earlier wake-times. One
study on veteran cyclists found that while all
the  recommendations  above  held  true  for
them, that quality time trials were less affected
by early morning starts compared to younger
riders.

I   Conclusions
ln summary, it appears that strength train-

ing and quality endurance workouts such as
anaerobic  threshold  pieces, interval  training
or speed work, should be done in the evening
when we're warmer, able to do more work and
less at risk of injuring ourselves.  In contrast,
research suggests that longer easier workouts,
particularly in the heat, might be better done
in  the cooler moming  hours.  Listen  to  that
body clock!                                                       E

Erratum (The editor slipped up!)
In Issue 9 (Oct 96) the column headings in

Table 2 within the Endurance article should
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SPORT PSYCHOLOGY

Choking= An Avoidable Disappointment
© by Dr Sfephanie Hanrahan

1  I    Whatischoking?Choking is a term com-
I  monly used  in  the  media.

\1   Athletes  are  accused  of

Staphanie
Hanrahan

choking when they fail to
perform to the expectations
of others. As most of us are
exposed to the media on a
fairly regular basis, we of-
ten begin to apply the term
`choking'  to ourselves and

to those we know. We may consider ourselves
as choking when we fail to perform in compe-
tition at the same level that we have achieved
in training. Similarly, choking is sometimes ex-

periencedatmajorcompetitions.Fc>rexample,

i#idfF:::mEjea#:dLgn:g::£#ce:°d*¥eiarL;=]ti;:t
greater importance, we may struggle to main-
tain the same form we have demonstrated pre-
viously.

As alluded to in the above example, chok-
ing is only seen as occurring when the athlete
isinapressuresituation.Notallpoorperform-
ances are attributed to choking. Athletes may
have less than wonderful performances when
they don't care how they perform or when the
competition doesn't mean anything to them.
Choking refers to crumbling under pressure.

I   Only Good performers are
Capable of Choking
Choking is frustrating because we don't

seem to be able to execute the skills or tech-
niques that we know we are capable of doing.
One positive aspect of choking, if in fact there
can be one, is that in order to feel that we have
choked, we earlier must have perceived our~
selves as having performed well. Individuals

).\_1`.,,
o talent and no skills do not choke! So if
rt losing confidence because we think

we have choked, we should remind ourselves
that we are capable of the  desired  perform-
ance  (otherwise  we  wouldn't  think  of our-
selves as having choked).

I   What Might cause choking?
There are a number of possible contribut-

ing factors to the sense of pressure and hence
choking. It should be noted, however, that an
observer will never be able to accurately de-
termine the cause.  Therefore, when we read
about or overhear others talking about how a
particular person choked, we need to recog-
nise  the  talk  is  pure  speculation.  Anyway,
some  of the potential  influences  other  than
pressure include:
•     beingillontheday
•    nothavinghad enoughsleep
•     placing toomuchpressureon oneparticu-

1ar performance
•     thinking too much about the outcome

rather than the process
•     trying too hard rather then just letting

things happen

•     paralysing ourselves by over-analysing
our performance

•     having an arousal level that is too high
•     having inappropriate self~talk
•     being physically tense
•    not having enough carbohydrates on

board
•     being dehydrated
•    worrying about what others think

Realistically,noathletewouldbeexpected
to perform at her or his best when ill or tired.
However, if the person judging the perform-
ance (whether the athlete, the coach, or another
observer) believes that the person performed
wellbelowthelevelexpectedoftheindividual
on the day, the ``C" word may be applied. It
seems  rather  unfair  to  accuse  someone  (or
oneself) of choking, when the individual may
actually have performed as well as could have
been expected under the  circumstances.  So,
before jumping to conclusions,  consider the
possible physiological factors that may have
influenced performance.

PROBABLY THE BEST WAY

TO AVOID CHOKING IS TO

HAVE PRECOMPETITION

AND COMPETITION PLANS

THAT VVE FOLLOW

EVERY TIME WE COMPETE.
„IWhatWeCandotoAvoid

Choking
Probably the best way to avoid choking is

tohaveprecompetitionandcompetitionplans
that we follow every time we compete. When
we are under pressure, it is useful to have pre-
established plans on which to rely. Problems
frequently arise when we decide that because
a particular competition is important to us, we
must do something different. Introducing any-
thing new before or during an important per-
formance almost always backfires.  Basically,
if our fithess, technique, strategies and meth-
ods of preparation have gotten us into a ma-
jorcompetition,weshouldstickwithwhatwe
know. Once we find a routine that works, we
should stick to it.

Choking  does not occur  when  we  ap-
proach a competition and maintain our focus
during the competition in a manner that we
have used many times before. We open our-
selves up to the possibility of choking when
we  put  unrealistic  amounts  of pressure  on
ourselves. For example, if I start to stress that,
``If I don't swim  a particular  time,  1'11 never

make the final'', 1'11 be physically tense, focus-
ing on what is happening after the race rather
than what I need to do during the race, and as
a result may very well  swim  a  time  that is

much slower than my personal best. Instead,
I should stick with my normal routine - swim
mynormalwarm~up,domynormalstretches,
focus on my normal technique cues, and then
simply do what I've been training to do.

I   Summary
Whenathletesperformbelowexpectations

in important competitions, they are often ac-
cused of choking. Two points should be re-
membered:  1)  Choking can only happen to
athletes with a demonstrated good perform-
ancerecord;and,2)Allpossiblephysiological
orenvironmentalcausesofpoorperformance
need  to  be  discounted  before  the  label  of
``choker" should be considered. To avoid the

possibility of choking,  athletes should  stick
to  well  established  precompetition  and
competition routines or plans.                     H::[!,,,,,,,:,,,:,,,:,,,,:,,,,,,:,,,,,,,,
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SPORTS NUTRITION

Fluids and Performance

S:amc=:r.[nsthheereh::t:LT:Seth°yfdur:tTo]i]betralnln©8::dDC'o:epf:t'1:ge:::'gnreatestthreattoperformancedur[ngtra]n]ngor

For every litre of fluid lost, body tempera-
ture rises 0.3t' C, the amount of blood pumped
by the heart in a minute drops one litre, and
heart rate rises about eight beats per minute -
all factors that will slow performance.

Fluid losses as low as 1% of body weight
(one kilo lost = one litre of fluid) slow us down.
Fluid replacement is therefore critical. The pun-
pose of this article is to establish scientifically-
based guidelines for fluid replacement during
exercise.

To understand fluid absorption we need a
little physiology  about fluid  emptying  from
the stomach and then fluid absorption from
the small intestine.

I   Factors that affect stomach
emptying

1) FJ#!.d zjoJ#77te: When we drink fluids, they
enter the stomach for storage, not absorption.
The  stomach  contents  then  empty  into  the
smallintestinewheretheall-importantabsoap-
tion of water, carbohydrates and electrolytes
happens.  Large volumes,  up  to  700  ml,  are
emptied from the stomach at a faster rate than
smaller volumes.

This suggests that, when training or rac-
ing in the heat, it is important to maintain a
high stomach volume.  This can be achieved
by drinking 500-700 ml beforehand, and then
150-2Q0 rpl (a.bout six mouthfuls) every 10-15
minutes. This will maintain a stomach volume
of 200-300 ml and a stomach emptying rate of
20-40 ml  every minute  or  1.2  -2.4  litres  per
hour - the sweat rate of most endurance ath-
letes.
2) T7ie dri.#k co7{fe7cfs: Science has shown that
6-10 grams of carbohydrate of any form (glu-
cose, sucrose, maltodextrins) in 100 ml of fluid
will enhance stomach emptying compared to
water. This concentration of 6-10 g / 100 ml is
what you will find in all of the sports drinks -
check the labels next time you're at the super-
market!
3) DeJzyczrafi.o7{:  If we allow ourselves to be-
comed,ehydrated,stomachemptyingratesare
reduced. The key is to ensure we take in flu-
ids from the gun.
4) £#erci.se £7zfe%sf fry: Mild to moderate inten-
sity exercise below anaerobic  threshold  (85-
90% max heart rate) does not affect stomach
emptying. Racing at threshold does - it slows
it down. Thus, the ironmen / women will have
no worries, but the 1-3 hour racers need to be
Wary.

Interestingly,  running produces  higher
emptying rates than cycling, possibly due to
the mechanical action of running. Conversely,
cyclists appear to be able to handle larger vol-
umes of fluids that runners, probably for the
same reason.

I   Intestine absorption
Now that the fluid has been emptied into

the intestine, it can be absorbed. During exer-

cise, the rate of absorption appears to be about
two litres per hour - greater than most sweat
rates.  Unlike stomach  emptying,  it appears
that glucose  slows  the  absorption  of fluids
compared to maltodextrins or sucrose.

Since any form of carbohydrate enhances
stomach  emptying,  it  appears  wise  to  use
sports drinks that contain maltodextrins and
/ or sucrose to enhance intestinal absorption
of fluids.

I   Drinking before Exercise
As  stated  earlier,  500-700  ml  of a  sports

drink or water before a race will help prevent
dehydration. Drinking heaps of water the day
before a  race  and  thinking  we'11  store  it just
doesn't work - we'll just pee it out!

Some recent research suggests that GLyc-
EROL   may help  retain water and  thus pre-
vent heat  stress  and  enhance performance,
particularly in low to moderate intensity races
such as marathons, road races, marathon rows
or half or  full  ironmans.  For  example,  one
study found that cycling to fatigue at 600/o of
maximum speed in youngsters took 93.8 min-
utes with glycerol and 77.4 minutes with a pla-
cebo.

This  stuff is  available  commercially  as
GLYCERIN in chemists for about $2-3 per 250
mls. It should be taken by mixing 1.2 grams of
glycerin per kilo of body weight  (BW)  with
3.3 ml of orange juice per kilo Bw and 21.4 ml
of water per kilo of body weight. It should be
drunk 90-120 minutes leading up to a race.

I   Drinking during Exercise
Science has shown that we should be re-

placing fluids at the same rate we lose them.
While fluid replacement in races less than an
hour has been questioned, it is critical in events

longer than one hour. However, when racing
hard for less than an hour in hot conditions,
fluids  containing  carbohydrates have been
shown to benefit performance.

Drinks containing a little sodium with car-
bohydrate have been shown to help maintain
blood volume better compared to water, thus
helping us to maintain our oxygen carrying
capacity and ability to remove heat from the
muscles. The sodium also helps improve the
taste so that we'll drink the stuff!

I   The Ideal Sports Drink

Most of the popular, commercially avail-
able sports drinks contain the right amour ` Qf
sodium, potassium and carbohydrate
tial for taste, maintating blood  volume a-nd
providing energy.

I   Conclusion

Science strongly suggests  that fluids are
criticalinallenduranceeventslongerthanone
hour and hard races less than one hour in the
heat.

Science  also  says that having a stomach
with fluid in before a race makes sense. Our
aim is  to  keep  that stomach  topped  up by
drinking 150-200 ml every 10-15 minutes. The
drink should be a sports drink that contains a
mixture of carbohydrates, a little sodium and
potassium, and be one that we like the taste
of.

While science looks good on paper, we are
all  different.  As  athletes  we  should  try  the
above suggestions for ourselves and see if we
can handle them. There is no doubt fluids help
prevent dehydration and improve perform-
ance. They may also keep us out of the
cal tent. Keep cool, race hot!
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Heart Rate Monitors
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RUNNING

Energy for Distance Running
© by Dr Colin Solomon

T]|`iska:i£±Cs]episy:£eos,i:a;tot:u°nu=iingect#t¥:]±:|°agnydut::±enr±]#gtheenergysystemsutilisedfordistancerunning,andto

Within the human body, chemical energy
is required for every aspect of life from blink-
ing an eye to running an ultra. This chemical
energy originates from solar energy which is
taken in and converted by plants, which are
subsequently eaten by athletes like ourselves.
Energy is not consumed, just transferred from
one  form  to  another,  with  the  majority  of
chemical energy transferred in the body end-
ing up  as heat.  For us to be  able to run,  the
chemical energy from food must be transferred
to mechanical energy by the muscles to pro-
duce movement.  During  running,  research
indicates we are only 25% efficient, meaning
that 75% of the energy is lost mainly as heat.

During running the majority of energy
transfer takes place in the active muscles (leg
and arms), but also the breathing and heart
muscles.

The three energy transfer systems which
operate within the body during running are:

1)  Anaerobic  (without  oxygen)  system
(Adenosine Triphosphate and Creatine Phos-
phate)

2) Anaerobic (without oxygen) Glycolytic
system

3) Aerobic (with oxygen) Energy system.
Each of these three energy systems func-

tiontoproduceadenosinetriphosphate(ATP).
Irrespectiveofwhichoftheenergysystems

are  involved  in  transferring energy  for  any
running session,  the common compound or
unit through which all energy is transferred is
ATP.  When ATP breaks  down, it  causes the
muscles to contract. The common function of
the  three  energy  systems is  to  maintain  the
level of ATP in the muscles.
I   The Three Energy systems

1) Amaerobic  (A;TP Creatine-Phosphate):
ATP and Creatine-Phosphate are stored

within the muscle in small amounts and pro-
duces the energy that is required for very high-
intensity power outputs. Although the exact
duration for which the ATP, C-P system can
provide energy is a source of controversy in
physiologyresearch,itcouldbeapproximated
to range from fractions of a second to 5-15 sec-
onds such as a 50-loom sprint, discus throw-
ing or javelin throwing.

2) Anaerobic Glycolytic..
For running to continue beyond 5-15 sec-

onds at a high intensity, energy is derived from
the glycolytic system. As for the ATP C-P sys-
tern, the glycolytic energy transfer system op-
erates without utilising oxygen -  the reason
why  they  are  called  anaerobic.  This system
transfers energy from carbohydrates (specifi-
cally glucose). The carbohydrate is stored in
the muscles in the form of glycogen, which is
then converted to glucose.

This  system can provide energy for me-

dium- and high-intensity running for up to
approximately 2-3 minutes such as 400-1500m
races. It also provides the energy during high-
intensity ``surges" done during a race, or the
``sprint" to the line at the end of a race.

3) Acrobt.c..
To  continue  running  for  more  than  2-3

minutes,  it is necessary  for  energy to  come
from the aerobic system and is thus the most
important system for the distance runner. Oxy-
gen is  the  crucial  component of the aerobic
energy transfer system,  and allows this sys-
tem to produce ATP at a very efficient rate.

Both fats and  carbohydrates are used as
the fuel for the aerobic system. However, there
is  only  enough  carbohydrate  stored  in  the
muscles and liver to last about 60-90 minutes.

`` KNOWING HOW OUR

BODIES PRODUCE ENERGY

FOR RUNNING GIVES IN-

SIGHT INTO THE TYPE OF

TRAINING WE NEED TO

IMPROVE OUR RUNNING
PERFORMANCE. ''

When rurming continues beyond approxi-
mately 90 minutes, the majority of energy is
derived from fat stores. The actual ratio of car-
bohydrate  to  fat  used  is  a  function  of  the
amount of carbohydrate available and  how
hard we run. Fats will be utilised more at lower
rurming intensities/speeds and when carbo-
hydrate levels become low.

At present we are still unsure as to what
mechanism/s  actually limit  aerobic  energy
transfer. Some say it is the ability of the lungs,
heart and blood to deliver oxygen while oth-
ers say the limiting factor is how much oxy-
gen the muscles can take up.

Despite this dilemma, research is definite
in indicating that endurance training improves
both the supply and uptake of oxygen. Endur-
ance-trained individuals can use more oxygen
and  therefore run at higher speeds and  for
longer  duration  with  a  much  decreased
anaerobic energy input. Also,  in  the trained
individual, less oxygen is used for the same
running speed as the runner both becomes
more efficient in the mechanics of the running
motion, and utilises the aerobic system more
efficiently.

h terms of energy production, the trained
individual will use more oxygen to produce
the same amount of ATP, as they will use fat
as the energy source and spare the carbohy-
drate stores, thus prolonging how far they can
run.

Knowing how our bodies produce energy
for rurming gives insight into the type of train-
ing we need to improve our running perform-
ance. Running once around the block twice a
week, or doing 10 x 200m sprints every day
will not specifically improve the aerobic sys-
tem, and therefore not improve our distance

:suh:=F%:±f,groTf:[c]e,.,ss:#,r:#h£:tahte{j
needs to improve, training must incorporate
sessions  that stimulate anaerobic  glycolysis.
Past and future issues of TMA focus on these
very issues.                                                           EE

" I'd go out on the bike,
hail, rain, snow or

sunshine, and start
pedalling and I'd know .If

it was there or not .... If
you feel tired, then you

just don't do it .... It`s either
all-out or recovery.

There's no in-between.''
Graeme Obree (former
world one-hour cycling

record holder).*
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Tips for Injury Prevention
© by lvan Hooper

n the club that I coach out of, the master's rowers seem to be training all year round. There is always some regatta on
the horizon and there are always plenty of ``Vets" around.

As  a  coach,  rower  and physiotherapist
with the Queensland Rowing Squads, 1'11 dis-
cuss eight tips on how to avoid injury during
rowing training:

1. Maintain flexibility
2. Adequately warl'I'i ap and down
3. Avoid common technique f aults
4. Be caref ul with your training vohame
5. Ensure you periodise properly
6. Ensure adequate recovery
7. Begin the season with some fitness
8. Pay attention to your body

-I   Maintain flexibility:

3 first tip for preventing injury is main-
equate flexibility of all the ``at risk'' ar-

easlorrowing.Athoroughdescriptionofflex-
ibility for rowing was included in the previ-
ous edition of THE MASTERS ATHLETE.

I   2. Adequate warm-up and down:
All  athletes  should  warm up  properly

prior to getting on the water and warm down
after finishing the session. A five minute jog
or  ergo  and  then  10  minutes  of  stretching
should be sufficient, but everyone is different
and some athletes may need more.

Once in the bc)at,  a warm-up  from back
chocs progressing  through  the  shorter  slide
lengths and gradually out to full slides is the
best option. This series of slide lengths may
take five to ten minutes, usually in pairs if in a
four or in fours if in an eight.  That way the
boat is stable while you are warming up. Once
this is complete all members of the crew can
join in and  commence  the workload  for the
moming.

.-`\,
t the completion of the session, the last
iinutes should be rowing relatively light

to -allow the body to cool down and help re-
move  any waste products  from  the muscles
as a result of any hard work done during the
session. Once off the water,  five  to ten min-
utes of stretching should again be done to en-
sure you maintain flexibility.

13. Avoid common technique faults:
Be very aware of your technique while

rowing. There are a number of technical faults
that can lead to injury. Problems such as col-
lapsing at the finish, shooting the slide, reach-
ing for more at the catch or simply opening
the body too early through the stroke can all
lead  to back injury.  If you  grip  the  oar  too
tightly this can exert excessive strain on the
wrist  and   forearm  muscles  leading   to
tendonitis. Footstretcher positioning can also
affect injury. If the heels are too high, it takes a
lot more effort to reach the catch and this can
place extra strain on the hamstring tendons.
Having the heel set too high can also load up
the kneecap during the drive, possibly lead-
ing to pain behind the kneecap.

Ifyoudonothaveacoachtogiveyoufeed-

back then convince one of your friends to give
up some sleep and come out in a speedboat to
video you, or the crew.

I   4.  Be  careful  with  your  training
volume:
When beginning a season or leading up to

a major regatta, ensure that you give yourself
enough time  to prepare properly.  If you in-
crease your training volume too quickly you
place yourself at risk of the overuse injuries
that are common to rowing. You must allow
enoughtimetogivethebody'smuscles,bones,
tendons and ligaments time to adjust to the
increased stress. On the other hand, excessive
volumes over long periods of time will also
lead to injury due to the chronic levels of fa-
tigue and microtrauma that build up in the
body's tissues.

I   5. Ensure you periodise properly:
This means cycle (mix up) your hard and

light sessions, your hard and light weeks. The
body must be stressed with some hard train-
ing to provide  a  stimulus for  adaption.  But
unless you then have some light sessions or
light weeks, the body doesn't get a chance to
recover and adapt to the stimulus. This is one
of the  basic principles  of conditioning  that
"vets" often neglect., It not only allows for im-

provements in performance, but also avoids
injury and overtraining if done properly.

I   6. Ensure adequate recovery:
Recovery after hard work is  essential to

allow the bodies structures to regenerate after
hard use. Light sessions at a low heart rate (65-
700/o max heart rate) assist in recovery. These

sessionsincludeverylightrows,swimsorvery
slow jogs. Massage, saunas, spas, and stretch-
ing sessions are other techniques used by elite
athletes to aid recovery from hard sessions.

I  fifn::s9jn  the  Season  with  some

This will allow you to handle the stresses
involved in what is a very stressful sport. A
mixture of gentle cycling, swimming or run-
ningwillhelpbuildupsomeconditionbefore
you begin to flog your body up and down the
river, dam or lake.

I   8. Pay atlenlion to your body:
If you are feeling tired or not fully recov-

ered from hard work then ease off training.
Don't be afraid to have an easy session or even
a sleep in, it is much better for you than push-
ing on into further fatigue.

Toomanypeopleignorenigglingsoreness,
aches or injuries and hope that they'11 go away.
With sports such as rowing those niggling in-
juries rarely go away by themselves, they usu-
ally get worse. Give the area some rest, or best
of all get it checked out by your sports physi-
otherapist or doctor.

These  tips should help  to minimise the
risks of injury during your rowing, and with-
out injury everything is much more enjoyable.
Go ahead and enjoy.                                   E

In Atlanta, Sykes Boats won:
1  Olympic Gold-Womens coxless pair
10lympicSilver-Womenscoxlesspair(USA)
1 Olympic Bronze~Mens quad scull
1 Olympic Bronze-Mens lightweight

double scull
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SWIMMING

Warming Up - A Scientific Approach
© by Dr Peter Fleaburn

oLearsTe::¥:::I:oefrsp::]v:nndoo±E:::fatt::sb=r:fTtfsnogrcaorimopfe:tat:::i:Tethfngthatcont±nuestoamazemefsthatmany

Sure, most swimmers do it. But how many
know what to do, how hard to do it, and when
to do it?  Let's  try and  throw  some light on
these questions with a scientific yet practical
approach to the all-important warm-up.

I   Why warm-up?
Try this for a list of reasons:

1)   Warmer muscles contract more powerfully
2)    Blood  and  oxygen flows to  the muscles,

which are about to need plenty of oxygen
to work hard

3)   Hemoglobin and myoglobin, the oxygen
transporters in blood and muscle, give up
oxygen more quickly

4)   Joints are looser and have a bigger range
of motion for longer strokes

5)   The movement pattern of the stroke gets
grooved as the nerves and muscles remem-
ber technique

6)    Psychological preparation
7)    Picking landmarks (open water) or stroke

counts from flags, block angles, water tern-
perature, foot feel at the ends of the pool
etc.

8)   Injury prevention
9)    Reduce the risk of abnormal heartpattems.

This last point is a valuable one, particu-
1arly  for  our  older  or  novice  middle-aged
swimmers. A study as early as 1973 showed
that abnormal electrocardiogram (ECG) read-
ings were observed in 31  of 44 healthy mid-
dle-aged  men  when  they  did  hard  exercise
without warming up. Doing the same exercise
after warming up reduced the abnormal ECG
traces to two out of 44. In the same study, the
systolic blood pressure (the first figure we get
when getting our blood pressure) got as high
as 168 mmHg without warm up, but only 140
mmHg when warmed up. That finding says
warm up is critical for people with blood pres-
sure worries.

All of the above says that not only will we
be safer with a warm up, but we'll perform
better - as long as we do it correctly. So, Doc,
what's the right way?

I   How hard should I go?
In  the  old  days  we  used  to believe just

doing a slow warm up was the go. Sure that
raised the muscle temperature and loosened
joints, but did it warm us up for racing fast?
Science now tells us that we need to rehearse
race pace in order to fire up the nerves and
muscle fibres that are going to be used in rac-
ing. Sure we don't flog ourselves to the point
where we're producing high lactic acid levels
or getting tired, but we must do some quality
work after we've done our easy swimming.

For example, instead of just doing a 200-
800m easy swim and some starts, have a go at
200-500m alternating 25's swim-clrill, then do
a set of 4-10 x 50's on a comfortable time base,

then 4-8 x 50's,  25- hard  25 easy on an easy
time base, then a 200-400 swim down. Sounds
a lot for some, but that's a warm-up.

If you're  a  sprinter  you  must  do  some
sprints.  For example, do the 4-8 x 50's above
as starts and explosions for 10m increasing to
25m with long rests (walk backs, easy 75's).

For open water swimming, the same ap-
proach holds - we just don't have the walls or
steps to judge distances.

I   Whentowarmup?
As close as possible to racing is the answer.

It surprises me that so many masters swim-
mers warm-up when they arrive at a pool at
the start of the meet but aren't racing for two
hours.  Sure  I  appreciate many  meets  don't
have the luxury of a second pool. If that's the
case, warm up well until you're told to get out
then stay warm and loose by throwing on a
tracksuit etc and stretching regularly. If you've
got access to bands, use them regularly, par-
ticularly just  before  you  race.  Ensure  you
mimic race pace with the bands.

If you've got access to another pool, warm
up as close as possible to  the event without
upsetting the marshals.

Stay warm. Get rugged up, jog or jump on
the spot if you're a breaststroker or flyer, do
some bands if you're a freestyler.

The whole  aim  of being warmed  up  as
close as possible to  the event is  to have  the
heart pumping and blood and oxygen down
at the muscles before you start the race. If you
don't, it will take the first 50-loom to wake up
the ticker. This time delay will mean lactic acid
is produced in the absence of the oxygen. Lac-
tic acid means slowing down and pain.

I   Other tips?
Here's some other ideas you might want

to try.
•     Hyperventilatejustbefore getting onto the

blocks for sprints. You only need 3-5 deep
breaths. These can be done when sitting
behind the blocks or waiting for starter's
whistle. This doesn't get more oxygen in,
it gets rid of carbon dioxide. Because car-
bon dioxide stimulates us to breathe, by
getting rid of it from  our blood through
hyperventilating, our ability to hold our
breath  in  sprints  (25-loom)  may be  en-
hanced.     A     word     of     warning     -
hyperventilating too much can make us
dizzy.  If you  do  get  dizzy,  do it  sitting
doun.

•     Don't stretch immediately before getting
onto  the blocks.  Some research suggests
that this will inhibit the force of muscle
contraction,  something we  don't need,
particularly for sprints.

•     Trya massage. Itworks for some and not
for others. Theoretically, as long as it is a

light massage and not a deep one, a mas-
sage can warm up muscles and loosen us
up at a time when we might be tight. Don't
fall asleep I

I   Conclusion
1carmotemphasiseenoughhowimportant

it is to warm up  close to  the event, particu-
larly for the endurance events. I also strongly
believe  that  we  should  be  doing  race pace
work within  the  warm  up.  Give  the ideas
above a go and watch those times drop.   E=

jfy Did You Know?
•     The average man will spend about

145 days of his life shaving.

•     Humans shed one complete layer
of skin every four weeks.

•     Fifteen million blood cells are pro-
duced and destroyed every second.

•     You breathe nearly two gallons of
air a minute.

•     Beethoven used to pour iced water
over his head tc> stimulate his brain.

•     There aremorelivingorganisms on
the  skin  of a  single human being
than there are human beings on the
surface of the earth.

``Not    Many    People    Know    That!"

by Michael Caine

lloullTl{  Sflf €H
Tnii""O  s€nvl{€s

• E.A.F}. and  C.P.P.
• Bronze Medallion

• Pool Lifeguard Award

By:

Errol  Dyer.  B.L.S.S. Accredited
Teacher of Lifesaving.  N.C.A.S.  Level  1

Pool  Lifeguard Trainer.  Examiner Level 2
Triathlon  Coach  N.C.A.S.  Level  1

Phone/F:ax   3263   9970
Mobile   0411466 789
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CYCLING

Indoor Cycling
© by Liz Hepple
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time,orforthosewholiveinbigcities,wherecyclistsactastargetsforstressedmotorists-a`stationarybike'maybethe
way to 80.

Liz Hepple

In  fact most  serious
cyclists  use  an  indoor
bike for riding when bad
weather stops them do-
ing their usual training,
or  as  a  supplement for
their  conditioning  pro-
gramme.  The best thing
about indoor training is
that all  you need  is be-
tween  thirty  and  sixty

pCiitne:::aieotuatg:etahteT::i,ut.Tryaccom-
Many great cyclists and triathletes swear

by indoor training. Dave Scott, multiple win-
ner of the Hawaiian Ironman, was rumoured
to have regularly performed six hour training
sessions  on  a  wind-trainer.  Apparently,  he
would set up in a poorly ventilated room (for
heat acclimatisation), and this torturous train-
ingwouldhelppreparehimselfphysicallyand
mentally for the Ironman race. Other elite ath-
letes to use bike ergometers on a regular basis
include the hugely successful AIS track cycling
team who use this as  a  supplement  to their
track and road work.

I   Types of indoor trainers
The  type of training, and the benefits to

be  gained  from it can vary according to  the
sort of indoor machine you have. There is a
huge variety of indoor trainers on the market,
but the most commonly used by serious cy-
clists are as follows:

cff;s,±e:e:ayrLhyatdhLosncee=#orL¥eu:ftrLLnr::::ttrhammees£
-the traditional `rollers'.  And in many ways
they are still the best option for indoor train-
ing.  Cyclists just sit their whole bikes on top
of the `rollers' (no wheels need to be taken out),
and the riding feels as natural and comfort-
able as being out on hot-mix bitumen.

`Rollers' are a great way to improve ped-

alling smoothness and leg speed, and for in-
creasing bike handling and balancing skills.
But the `slippery' feeling of `rollers' can be a
deterrent to some,  and it can be a bit scary
mounting and dismounting for the first time.
Fortunately  for  those  that like  the  security,
`rollers' are now available with a bike holder

to assist their balance. If you are leaming how
to ride the traditional `rollers', you should get
someone to  support you,  or should  set up
next to a wall so that you can lean on it for
balance.  The main drawback with rollers, is
that it is very difficult to perform maximum
efforts on them, as the resistance is fairly light,
even in a big gear.  Rollers cost between $150
and $300.

`A' Frame Trainers

These trainers are the most common and
practical machines, and also enable the cyclist
to use their own bike on the stand.  While not
as natural a feeling as `rollers', as the bike is
fixed into position, there is no problem leam-
ing to ride them, and they are quite smooth.

The rear of the bike is clamped into the
stand, and the load can be varied by the use of
either magnetic or wind resistance. The work
load can also be altered simply by changing
gears.

The main advantage of this type of trainer
is it's versatility and portability.  You can train
on it at home, or take it to races to warm up
on.   This  can be very useful  for time  trials,
where you are required to remain in the start
area for up  to fifteen minutes prior to  com-
mencing a high intensity event.

``  ...FOR BIKE RIDERS WITH

LIMITED SPARE TIME, OR

FOR THOSE WHO LIVE IN

BIG CITIES, WHERE

CYCLISTS ACT AS TARGETS

FOR STRESSED MOTORISTS

- A  `STATIONARY BIKE'

MAY BE THE WAY TO GO. ''

The cost of windtrainers starts at around
$150, while magnetic resistance machines cost
around $300.

Custom made 'ergometers'
Ergometers  can be  custom built for  the

cyclists, or more commonly for sports physi-
ology laboratories.  They are a complete bike
in themselves, and usually have quality com-
ponents,  comfortable  seats  and  resistance is
supplied by wind blades in the front wheel.  If
they are set up correctly for the individual cy-
clist, they are arguably the best, but most ex-
pensive option for indoor training.

They are very stable and will not move
when you are doing intense efforts, but they
are comparatively cumbersome and imprac-
tical to take to races. However, the type of re-
sistance provided by these is great for devel-
oping power, as it requires the cyclist to work
through the whole pedal revolution, particu-
larly the upper and lower dead centres.  So if
you want a `workhorse' machine, that you can
train yourself into the ground on, the custom
built ergometer is for you.

I   Enjoying your indoor training
By following a few basic guidelines, train-

ing indoors can be almost as pleasant as rid-
ing the roads.

1. Vc"f!7¢fz.o7i:   Open all windows to en-
sure the air circulates, and set up a fan to blow
directlyonyouwhileyouareriding.Thiswill
help cool you and evaporate the sweat.

2.  CJofJiz7tg: Wear well padded and com-
fortable knicks. As the bike doesn't move with
you while you are riding indoors, there can
be a lot more pressure on your private parts.
Some prefer to go `topless' indoors, while other
cyclists like to wear a light singlet to absorb
the moisture.

Have a towel within reach to wipe your
face and body if you get too sweaty.

3. Hydr¢fzo7I: Always have a waterbottle
handy, as the rate of sweating and fluid loss is
greater indoors.

4. £#ferf¢i.7£77ze#f: If you miss the scenery
of the roads, you may need some additional
stimulation to help pass the time.  Television
is fine - so long as you don't plan to train too
hard, as you soon lose the plot of that movie
you started to watch.   Music is ideal, as you
can pedal to the rhythm of the song, and still
concentrate on your workout. The only prob-
lem is that in order to hear over the noise of
your pedalling, you may have to turn the au-
dio up so loud that the neighbours will start
complaining,  so it is recommended  to  use
headphones or a `Walkman'.

5. Mt.rror: Set up a mirror beside you and
check out your technique.   Is your body re-
laxed,  your  back  flat  and  your pedalling
smooth? Are you `ankling' to the right extent?

6.  Computer  and  heart rate  monitor..
Knowing what speed your are  going, what
your heart rate is, what your cadence is, how
long you have been riding for, is all valuable
training information that can be gained while
riding indoors.  It is also another way to help
pass the time.

I   Training programmes
Training indoors should vary with  the

phase of the season you are in, and the event/
s you are aiming for.  While it can be used at
any  time  of  the  season,  as  it  is  generally
anaerobic,  it is useful  for  `peaking' riders if
performed 1 -2 times/week, 4 -6 weeks out
from a major competition. If you enjoy riding
indoors(orifpoorweatherordangerousroads
stop you from riding outdoors), you can cer-
tainlytrainmoreoftenthanthis,butifyoustart
to go stale, it is best to take a break for a few
weeks.

An interesting programme can make an in~
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door  session  pass  very  quickly,  and  can be
extremely  challenging.   One  of the  greatest
uses of indoor trainers  is  that you  can train
very hard  without  worrying about  looking
where you are going. If you `go for it' during
the intense  efforts you'll  find  you  can push
yourself to new limits without fear of falling.

Generally,  thirty  to  sixty minutes  is  the
optimal duration for this training, including a
minimum of 5 minutes warm up and warm
down.  Some suggested formats follow:

(E1 = Easy, E2 = Medium, E3 = Hard, E4 =
Max. effort)

a. Sets
Perform a number of set efforts (eg: 4 x 5

minutes  E3),  perhaps  varying  the  gear/ca-
dence with each effort (eg: 1  @ 90 rpm, 2. @ 92
rpm, 3. @ 94 rpm, 4. @ 96 rpm)

b. Pyramids
Another way  to  train is  to progressively

increase the duration/intensity of the efforts
to a certain level, then perhaps decrease them
again.

(eg:   2  mins  E3,  4 mins  E3,  6  mins  E3,  4
mins  E3,  2 mins  E3 -  taking 3  minutes  easy
between each effort)

c. Time trials
Simulate a time trial, and try and see how

far  you  can  cover  a  certain  distance  (eg:  20
kms).

a. Sprints
Although you can't sprint out of the sad-

dle on indoor trainers, you can certainly work
on your acceleration and leg speed in the sad-
dle for breakaways and sprint finishes. (eg: 10
x 15 sec max. sprints > 140 rpm; 5 mins El be-
tween each)

e. Mixed programme
Let you creativity run riot, and mix a vari-

ety of interval types into one session.
i. Partner
Grab one of your cycling buddies, and do

your indoor  training  together.   By planning
regular training sessions together, you will be
more committed  and  motivated  to  train  in-
doors.

` So when deciding on a programme, deter-
mine what areas of fitness need to be trained
at a  particular point in  time,  and  prepare a
challenging,butachievableprogrammebefore
you get on  your indoor trainer.   Sticky tape
the programme to the handlebars, and try to
work to it as closely as possible, but be pre-
pared to adapt it if it is too easy or hard. Enjoy
your indoor training, and not only will you
get fitter faster, but you will have more time
for other things in your life.                            E]
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Endurance Training Workshop

Venue:       James cook
Townsville
Room 8003, Block 8 -
School of Education

When:           14 Dec  1996

Time:             10.00am to 5.00pm

Cost:             S25.00 includes
afternoon tea & lecture
notes ($20.00 for TMA
subscribers)

Topics:          Training  lntensities,.
How to Plan your daily/
weekly/seasonal
programme,. Tapering.

Presenter:   Dr Peter Reaburn
Exercise Physiologist

Enqu.ires     Sports performance
+o..                  Consulfanfs

PO.  Box 779
KENMORE OLD 4069

Tel:  07 33781439
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TRIATHLON

Ten Tips To Avoid OverTraining
© by Greg Reddan
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Greg Reddan

On  the  first occa-
sion I had ten weeks to
prepare  after,having
won      my      second
triathlon in Melbourne
and  a  trip  to  Hawaii.
For   seven   of  those
weeks I was on school
holidays so I was able
to train solidly and rest

as much as required. Despite losing over 40
minutes on the bike leg to Scott Tinley, I fin-
ished  seventh  overall,  was  very pleased

ffij::=eef]fodrLts:::etrheodr::::Layceen*oaysetdot::
held  in October, I set my goal to finish in
the top three. I increased my training dra-
matically to average 500 kin cycling,110 kin
running and  12 kin swimming per week.
The low  swimming  volume  occurred be-
cause  I had  to  cycle 30km  to  the  nearest
heated pool and could only fit three sessions
into my busy  time-table.  This  amount of
trainingwascompletedwhilstteachingfull-
time and with two children aged 4 and 2. I
was constantly tired and abusive, but con-
tinuedtotrainhard,includinga3-31/2hour
run every Saturday followed by a 5-6 hour
ride on Sundays.  I finished  18th  and  was
very depressed about my performance. The
only highlight was  a  significant improve-
ment on my swim time, whilst my bike leg
was  a  minute  slower  and  I  struggled  all
through the marathon to finish 7 minutes
slower overall. My wife threatened divorce
if I tried a third time - I have never done an

meadnastiiee';:;E]aa¥:t;:isthheedetv°:n[t#
years on! I recently celebrated my first half
century - hopefully I am a little wiser and
will attempt to help  you  avoid  the same
overtraining mistakes.

"Overtraining is a pathological state of

training. It is the result of overlooking the
work-recovery ratio and exposing the ath-
lete to high intensity stimuli when he/she

is  in  a  state of fatigue."  (Bompa,  1990).  The

greater the intensity of training, the longer the
recovery required  -  a  simple ratio, but one
which is frequently overlooked.

As a result, a fatigued athlete will not re-
cover,  adaption  does not occur and he/she
may become exhausted.

If rest is not provided  even  at  this late
stage,  the  athlete may become  overtrained.
When we train, we are also exposed to a high
variety of stressors (work, family, peers etc.),
which, along with heavy training, become too
great - we become overtrained.
I   Symptons of overlraining

The obvious outcome of overtraining is a
decrease in the athlete's working capacity and
performance. However, these symptoms are
usually preceded by insomnia, poor appetite,
heavy sweating and even night sweating. The
development  of  overtraining  is  a  gradual
process and occurs in stages, the first being
psychological. Tantrums, moods and enthu~
siasm change as result.
Psychological Factors

Research has shown that psychological in-
dices demonstrate the onset of overtraining
better  than physiological indices. These are
easily observed in self-reporting - lack of en-
ergy and  drive; lack of motivation; lethargy

and excessive tiredness; irritability, anxiety and
depression; inability to concentrate; drop in aca-
demic performance; problems in  sleeping; loss
of appetite; loss of libido.

Psychological signs are the earliest warning
signals and  indicate more recovery is needed,
rather than continued hard work. Performance
can  still be at an acceptable level even though
the psychological factors are deteriorating. How-
ever, soon performance changes follow psycho-
logical changes indicating failing adaptation.
Performance Factors

When overtrained, we tend to show the fol-
lowing symptoms when performing: reduced
level in training and racing; advent of technique
changes and errors; inability to finish training
sessions; poor time-trials and racing.
Pkysiological Factors

When  physiological  measures  indicate
overtraining, the athlete will only recover when
extended  rest  and  rehabilitation  is provided.
Some of these symptoms are: gradual increase in
joint and muscle soreness (e.g. swimmer's shoul-
der);  decreased  appetite;  weight fluctuations;
change in resting heart rate; drop in blood pres-
sure  on standing;  swelling  of lymph  glands;
gastro-intestinal disturbances e.g. diarrhoea and
nausea; increased susceptibility to infections, al-
lergies, headaches and injuries; poor healing of
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skin lesions; amenorrhoea (loss of periods) in
women; increased fluid intake at night.

I   Preventing overtraining
The old maxim "Prevention is better than

cure" is certainly true in regards avoiding the
overtrained state. Some guidelines to prevent
overtralning are:

1. Increase the training stimulus in gradu-
ated steps so the athlete is prepared for each
increment in workload. If we increase the in-
tensity,  duration or  frequency of effort sud-
denly, we are likely to induce an overtraining
response.

2. Allow at least 48 hours of recovery time
between hard  training  sessions -  as  we  get
older, we take longer to recover, so we may
need to compensate by reducing the number
of hard sessions per week. Remember, if you
are  not  enjoying  training,  there  is  a  good
chance  you  need  more  recovery.  Don't be
afraid to go slowly on your easy days to en-
sure recovery!

3.  Eat a balanced  diet containing all the
basic nutrients, with particular emphasis on
the carbohydrate component for endurance
sports. If you don't eat enough carbohydrate,
your glycogen levels  will  drop.  If you  then
continue to train, you will end up exhausted
and overtrained.

4. Ensure adequate rest and sleep between
trainingsessions.Thehighlightofmydaynow
is my midday siesta - it enables me to do an-
other easy session in the afternoon as I like to
train hard in the morning. Some of my friends
regard it as laziness, holding true to the Prot-
estant work ethic, but they quite often com-
plain of excessive fatigue!

5. Individualise the intensity and volume
of training being prescribed. We need to un-
derstand our own physiological and psycho-
logical attributes and our state of fitness when
working in a group situation. We need to do
our own thing, rather than try to match it with
a better or younger athlete on a regular basis
(but it's good to beat them now and again!)

6. Be prepared to modify the training pre-
scription to suit the environmental conditions
- we need  to reduce the in'tensity and  dura-
tion of sessions in hot weather to avoid exhaus-
tion and  dehydration.  Similarly, we need to

be aware of hypothermia in cold conditions,
especially the lean and hungry ones who are
first to suffer!

7.Beawareofanyaspectsofourdailylives
that might impact on the ability to tolerate
physical  training e.g.  social,  emotional,  and
work stresses need to be considered and train-
ing altered accordingly or, in some cases, can-
celled.

8.Monitorourpsychological,performance
and physiological responses during training
and competition as a guide to our ability to
cope. Notes in training diaries give good indi-
cation  when  we  are becoming overtrained.
Listen  to  your  training  mates,  friends  or
spouses -  they will be the first to tell you if
they notice  some  of these  symptoms.  Don't
ignore them like I did!

9. Adjust training loads according to the
implications  of psychological  and perform-
ance indices. I remember the comment of Mark
Sisson, who finished fourth in Hawaii in 1982,
thathewouldpackupandgohomeifhecould
not train at 20mph (32kph) in his long cycle
rides. He would wait till the next day, rest, eat,
drink and try again when fresh and ready!
How often do we masochists insist we must
flog our bodies because that's what the pro-
gram says!

10.Organisethetrainingyearintophases,
particularly the competitive season to ensure
variety and recovery are plentiful.  Human
beings thrive on variety in all areas of life and
we need to keep this in mind when plarming
our training year and selecting certain com~
petitions as our goals.

In summary, listen to your body and you
will be still competing when your overtrained
mates are nursing their injuries.                    Ea
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